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Fig. 1. Comparison of dipole models and ground truth images for an index matched medium with a forward peaked Gaussian phase function (д = 0.9) and
varying medium densities. The first two rows show the dipole models of Jensen et al. [2001] and d’Eon [2014], respectively. The third row (‘iso. ref.’) gives a
path traced ground truth image for an isotropic sca�ering function as determined from similarity theory (hence it is the ground truth image for the di�usion
models above it). The fi�h row (‘Frisvad’) shows the result of the directional dipole model of Frisvad et al. [2014], followed by the anisotropic reference solution
(‘reference’), with the last two rows showing the result of our forward sca�ering dipole model and e�ective BRDF, respectively. The sca�ering parameters are
given above each of the columns and all objects are of unit size. Our subsurface sca�ering model accurately captures the ground truth behaviour over the
entire range of parameters, and our BRDF provides a useful and computationally e�icient approximation for the optically dense media on the le�.

Rendering translucent materials with physically based Monte Carlo methods
tends to be computationally expensive due to the long chains of volumetric
scattering interactions. In the case of strongly forward scattering materials,
the problem gets compounded since each scattering interaction becomes
highly anisotropic and near-specular. Various well-known approaches try
to avoid the resulting sampling problem through analytical approximations
based on di�usion theory. Although these methods are computationally
e�cient, their assumption of di�usive, isotropic scattering can lead to con-
siderable errors when rendering forward scattering materials, even in the
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optically dense limit. In this paper, we present an analytical subsurface
scattering model, derived with the explicit assumption of strong forward
scattering. Our model is not based on di�usion theory, but follows from
a connection that we identi�ed between the functional integral formula-
tion of radiative transport and the partition function of a worm-like chain
in polymer physics. Our resulting model does not need a separate Monte
Carlo solution for unscattered or single-scattered contributions, nor does
it require ad-hoc regularization procedures. It has a single singularity by
design, corresponding to the initial unscattered propagation, which can be
accounted for by the extensive analytical importance sampling scheme that
we provide. Our model captures the full behaviour of forward scattering me-
dia, ranging from unscattered straight-line propagation to the fully di�usive
limit. Moreover, we derive a novel forward scattering BRDF as limiting case
of our subsurface scattering model, which can be used in a level of detail
hierarchy. We show how our model can be integrated in existing Monte
Carlo rendering algorithms, and make comparisons to previous approaches.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Rendering; Ray tracing;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: subsurface scattering, forward scat-
tering, participating media, radiative transport, BSSRDF, BRDF, rendering
algorithms, global illumination.
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Lighting Grid Hierarchy for Self-illuminating Explosions
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Fig. 1. An example frame from an explosion simulation rendered with multiple scattering using path tracing and our lighting grid hierarchy (including
precomputation time). Notice that the path tracing result with render time equal to our method includes an excessive amount of noise, which is not fully
eliminated after almost 40 times longer rendering using path tracing.

Rendering explosions with self-illumination is a challenging problem. Ex-
plosions contain animated volumetric light sources immersed in animated
smoke that cast volumetric shadows, which play an essential role and are
expensive to compute. We propose an efficient solution that redefines this
problem as rendering with many animated lights by converting the volumet-
ric lighting data into a large number of point lights. Focusing on temporal
coherency to avoid flickering in animations, we introduce lighting grid hier-
archy for approximating the volumetric illumination at different resolutions.
Using this structure we can efficiently approximate the lighting at any point
inside or outside of the explosion volume as a mixture of lighting contri-
butions from all levels of the hierarchy. As a result, we are able to capture
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high-frequency details of local illumination, as well as the potentially strong
impact of distant illumination. Most importantly, this hierarchical structure
allows us to efficiently precompute volumetric shadows, which substantially
accelerates the lighting computation. Finally, we provide a scalable approach
for computing the multiple scattering of light within the smoke volume using
our lighting grid hierarchy. Temporal coherency is achieved by relying on
continuous formulations at all stages of the lighting approximation. We show
that our method is efficient and effective approximating the self-illumination
of explosions with visually indistinguishable results, as compared to path
tracing. We also show that our method can be applied to other problems
involving a large number of (animated) point lights.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Rendering;

Additional KeyWords and Phrases: Explosion rendering, many-lights, virtual
point lights, participating media, translucent shadows, multiple scattering
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Spectral and Decomposition Tracking for Rendering Heterogeneous
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Delta tracking Spectral and decomposition tracking

Figure 1. A cloudscape rendered with a combination of our spectral and decomposition tracking techniques, which gracefully handle chromatic media and
reduce collision coe�icient evaluations. The insets on the right were computed in equal time, with our method yielding 3.5× lower MSE than delta tracking.

We present two novel unbiased techniques for sampling free paths in het-

erogeneous participating media. Our decomposition tracking accelerates

free-path construction by splitting the medium into a control component

and a residual component and sampling each of them separately. To min-

imize expensive evaluations of spatially varying collision coe�cients, we

de�ne the control component to allow constructing free paths in closed form.

The residual heterogeneous component is then homogenized by adding a

�ctitious medium and handled using weighted delta tracking, which removes

the need for computing strict bounds of the extinction function. Our second

contribution, spectral tracking, enables e�cient light transport simulation in

chromatic media. We modify free-path distributions to minimize the �uc-

tuation of path throughputs and thereby reduce the estimation variance.

To demonstrate the correctness of our algorithms, we derive them directly
from the radiative transfer equation by extending the integral formulation of

null-collision algorithms recently developed in reactor physics. This math-

ematical framework, which we thoroughly review, encompasses existing

trackers and postulates an entire family of new estimators for solving trans-

port problems; our algorithms are examples of such. We analyze the proposed

methods in canonical settings and on production scenes, and compare to

the current state of the art in simulating light transport in heterogeneous

participating media.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Accurate and e�cient simulation of radiative transfer in participat-

ing media is essential in many domains, such as nuclear reactor

design, medical imaging, scienti�c visualization, and realistic image

synthesis. The animation and visual e�ects industry, in particular,

employs rich and complex volumetric structures (such as smoke, �re,

or clouds) and translucent materials (such as marble, wax, or skin)

to create aesthetically pleasing visuals and convey natural depth

and scale cues. Simulating radiative transfer in such materials, how-

ever, presents a signi�cant computational challenge. Monte Carlo

methods based on path tracing—a popular tool for solving transport

problems—require constructing a massive number of light paths.

When the appearance of the medium is dominated by high-order

scattering, each such light path can consist of up to thousands of

scattering events. Modeling these scattering events—by means of

sampling free paths—is the main contributor to the cost of synthe-

sizing an image, and the main focus of this paper.
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Beyond Points and Beams:
Higher-Dimensional Photon Samples for Volumetric Light Transport

BENEDIKT BITTERLI and WOJCIECH JAROSZ, Dartmouth College
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Variance: 0.05xVariance: 0.05x

Fig. 1. We compare two of the estimators predicted by our theory (photon planes, 0D blur and 1D blur) to photon beams on the Doorway scene. We show the
full light transport (left image) and estimates of the multiply scattered volumetric transport obtained from each of the three techniques (right images, insets
taken from black rectangle). At equal render time, both of our estimators provide substantial image quality improvement and variance decrease.

Wedevelop a theory of volumetric density estimationwhich generalizes prior

photon point (0D) and beam (1D) approaches to a broader class of estimators

using “nD” samples along photon and/or camera subpaths. Volumetric pho-

ton mapping performs density estimation by point sampling propagation

distances within the medium and performing density estimation over the

generated points (0D). Beam-based (1D) approaches consider the expected

value of this distance sampling process along the last camera and/or light

subpath segments. Our theory shows how to replace propagation distance

sampling steps across multiple bounces to form higher-dimensional samples

such as photon planes (2D), photon volumes (3D), their camera path equiv-

alents, and beyond. We perform a theoretical error analysis which reveals

that in scenarios where beams already outperform points, each additional

dimension of nD samples compounds these benefits further. Moreover, each

additional sample dimension reduces the required dimensionality of the

blurring needed for density estimation, allowing us to formulate, for the

first time, fully unbiased forms of volumetric photon mapping. We demon-

strate practical implementations of several of the new estimators our theory

predicts, including both biased and unbiased variants, and show that they
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outperform state-of-the-art beam-based volumetric photon mapping by a

factor of 2.4–40×.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Ray tracing;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: global illumination, light transport,

participating media, photon mapping, photon beams
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1 INTRODUCTION
Light scattering in participating media is responsible for the ap-

pearance of many materials (such as clouds, fog, juices, or our own

skin). Unfortunately, simulating these effects accurately and effi-

ciently remains a notoriously difficult problem since it requires

solving not only the rendering equation [Immel et al. 1986; Kajiya

1986], but also its volumetric generalization, the radiative transfer

equation [Chandrasekhar 1960].

Due to decades of research, practitioners now have an arsenal

of competing and complementary rendering techniques to tackle

this problem. Path tracing [Lafortune and Willems 1993; Veach and

Guibas 1994, 1997] and its volumetric variants [Georgiev et al. 2013;
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Regular Meshes from Polygonal Patterns
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Fig. 1. Aesthetic and symmetric meshes computed by our method. Left: A designer manipulates a (8, 4)2 pattern with a small number of positional constraints
(green), obtaining a result where the pattern is locally symmetric. Center and right: Existing designs are optimized for pattern quality, revealing interesting
geometries. Center: Every face is as regular as possible, and the entire mesh appears as a crease folding. Right: A hexagonal mesh is optimized for regularity
with a fixed boundary. The result is smooth, and the element shapes are uniform.

We present a framework for designing shapes from diverse combinatorial

patterns, where the vertex 1-rings and the faces are as rotationally symmetric

as possible, and define such meshes as regular. Our algorithm computes the

geometry that brings out the symmetries encoded in the combinatorics. We

then allow designers and artists to envision and realize original meshes with

great aesthetic qualities. Our method is general and applicable to meshes

of arbitrary topology and connectivity, from triangle meshes to general

polygonal meshes. The designer controls the result by manipulating and

constraining vertex positions. We offer a novel characterization of regularity,

using quaternionic ratios of mesh edges, and optimize meshes to be as

regular as possible according to this characterization. Finally, we provide a

mathematical analysis of these regular meshes, and show how they relate to

concepts like the discrete Willmore energy and connectivity shapes.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies→ Shape modeling;Mesh
models; Mesh geometry models;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Artists and designers constantly explore new types of meshes with

desired aesthetics and function. The properties of these meshes are

determined by both the combinatorics (valences of vertices and faces,

connectivity, and topology), and the geometry (vertex positions).

The geometry is important to faithfully represent an underlying

surface, and the combinatorics is important for the quality of the

representative mesh. Meshes are often designed for realization;

for instance, as architectural structures, artistic constructions, and

panelled buildings. As such, they need to have original and daring

shapes, while adhering to constraints such as prescribed boundaries,

limitations on face shapes, and more.

In this work, we compute an “ideal” geometry for a given combi-

natorial pattern. It is often the case where the pattern is the center

of attention in a designed shape, while the geometry is chosen to

highlight the beauty of the pattern. Notable contemporary examples

are the Soumaya museum [Museo Soumaya], the Kreod [KREOD],

the works by Rinus Roelofs [Rinus Roelofs], the Eye Film Museum

in Amsterdam [Eye], and De Blob in Eindhoven [de Blob].

Triangle meshes are ubiquitous in computer graphics, but are not

very suitable for realization, because of high node complexity. Quad

meshes [Pottmann et al. 2007] and hexagonal meshes [Li et al. 2015]

gained recent attention in the field of design. In [Jiang et al. 2015],

the repertoire was extended to semi-regular tilings. We extend the

range even further by incorporating Archimedean, aperiodic, and

hyperbolic patterns into design.

The question is thenwhat the ideal geometry is for a given pattern.

Common and natural measures of aesthetics are symmetry and

smoothness, and by them we define the concept of regular meshes,
where either the faces, or the vertex neighborhoods of a pattern, are

as rotationally symmetric as possible. For this purpose, we define
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Robust Hex-Dominant Mesh Generation using Field-Guided Polyhedral
Agglomeration
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Fig. 1. The positions of the vertices of an input tetrahedral mesh (let, t = 0) are morphed (t = 1) into a hex-dominant mesh (right), guided by an orientation
and a position field. The singularities of both fields are shown in the middle image, in red and yellow respectively.

We propose a robust and eicient ield-aligned volumetric meshing algorithm

that produces hex-dominant meshes, i.e. meshes that are predominantly com-

posed of hexahedral elements while containing a small number of irregular

polyhedra. The latter are placed according to the singularities of two opti-

mized guiding ields, which allow our method to generate meshes with an

exceptionally high amount of isotropy.

The ield design phase of our method relies on a compact quaternionic

representation of volumetric octa-ields and a corresponding optimization

that explicitly models the discrete matchings between neighboring elements.

This optimization naturally supports alignment constraints and scales to

very large datasets. We also propose a novel extraction technique that uses

ield-guided mesh simpliication to convert the optimized ields into a hex-

dominant output mesh. Each simpliication operation maintains topological

validity as an invariant, ensuring manifold output. These steps easily gener-

alize to other dimensions or representations, and we show how they can be

an asset in existing 2D surface meshing techniques.

Our method can automatically and robustly convert any tetrahedral mesh

into an isotropic hex-dominant mesh and (with minor modiications) can also

convert any triangle mesh into a corresponding isotropic quad-dominant

mesh, preserving its genus, number of holes, and manifoldness. We demon-

strate the beneits of our algorithm on a large collection of shapes provided

in the supplemental material along with all generated results.

CCS Concepts: · Computing methodologies → Volumetric models;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: 3D frame ield, quaternionic representa-

tion, singularity graph, hexahedral dominant.
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1 INTRODUCTION

When solving non-linear partial diferential equations on volumes,

hexahedral meshes are generally preferred to tetrahedral ones, since

they achieve the same accuracy with a drastically lower element

count [Cifuentes and Kalbag 1992; Benzley et al. 1995; Tadepalli

et al. 2010]. Unfortunately, the generation of high quality hexahedral

meshes at coarse resolutions remains an elusive task involving a

number of unsolved problems, thus automatic techniques capable of

producing them robustly are still out of reach despite three decades

of extensive research dedicated to this topic. Hexahedral-dominant

meshes strike a good balance: they are easier to generate, since they

can contain a small number of irregular elements, while ofering

good numerical properties [Owen and Saigal 2000; Martin et al. 2008;

Reberol and Lévy 2016].

Building upon the 2D instant meshing (IM) approach [Jakob et al.

2015], we propose a novel algorithm to eiciently, robustly, and

automatically create ield-aligned hex-dominant meshes.

Our irst contribution is a quaternionic representation for a volu-

metric cross-ield designed to eiciently support explicit encoding

of the ield matching. When paired with a hierarchical accelerations

structure, this representation enables us to interpolate user-deined

constraints, while naturally aligning to shape features. Our algo-

rithm is extremely robust and it converges to a smooth ield even

with a random initialization.

Our second contribution is a robust extraction algorithm guaran-

teed to extract a compatible manifold mesh from any ield-aligned

parameterization Ð it is designed to work with local parameteri-

zations that are characteristic of the output produced by the IM

technique, but it can also be applied to any global parameterization

generated by other means. The algorithm uses a sequence of local

topological operations to collapse and split edges, faces, and polyhe-

dra of the input mesh, eventually converting the input tetrahedral

(or triangle) mesh into a hex-dominant (or quad-dominant) output

ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 36, No. 4, Article 114. Publication date: July 2017.
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Animating Elastic Rods with Sound
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Fig. 1. Audiovisual simulation of a spring toy slinking down the stairs: Our method efficiently generates the spatialized sound of this discrete elastic
rod (3888 control points) arising from tens of thousands of complex collision events each timestep.

Sound generation methods, such as linear modal synthesis, can sonify a

wide range of physics-based animation of solid objects, resolving vibrations

and sound radiation from various structures. However, elastic rods are an

important computer animation primitive for which prior sound synthesis

methods, such as modal synthesis, are ill-suited for several reasons: large

displacements, nonlinear vibrations, dispersion effects, and the geometrically

singular nature of rods.

In this paper, we present physically based methods for simultaneous gen-

eration of animation and sound for deformable rods. We draw on Kirchhoff

theory to simplify the representation of rod dynamics and introduce a gen-

eralized dipole model to calculate the spatially varying acoustic radiation.

In doing so, we drastically decrease the amount of precomputation required

(in some cases eliminating it completely), while being able to resolve sound

radiation for arbitrary body deformations encountered in computer anima-

tion. We present several examples, including challenging scenes involving

thousands of highly coupled frictional contacts.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Sound is a pervasive part of our world. For virtual environments to

be believable, the sounds of virtual objects must be accurately repro-

duced. In the field of computer graphics, the standard framework to

compute the sound generated by solid objects is modal synthesis.

These methods involve calculating the frequencies generated by the

vibrating surface of the object, and computing the acoustic radiation

caused by each frequency band. Modal models are popular because

of their computational speed at runtime, their physically based ori-

gins, and their plausibility when simulating sound for near-rigid

objects.

However, very thin rod-like structures are typically poor candi-

dates for linear modal sound synthesis. Thin objects tend to undergo

large displacements and change shape throughout the course of a

simulation. This leads to vibration modes that change frequency

over time, confounding precomputation, and breaks the assumption

of near-rigid motion often used when computing acoustic radiation.

For these reasons, simulating acoustic emissions from highly de-

formable bodies with arbitrary geometry is notoriously expensive.

Within the standard linear modal synthesis pipeline, correctly calcu-

lating eigenmodes of thin objects requires a fine internal tetrahedral

mesh, which is a memory-inefficient representation. Furthermore,

dispersion, or vibrational waves traveling through the object at dif-

ferent speeds, can cause chirp-like sounds (like the iconic "blaster"

sound) that are characteristic of long, thin objects such as ropes

and cables. While it is possible to model this behavior using modal

synthesis, it is much more elegantly captured with time-domain

methods. Moreover, a good portion of the sound produced by an-

imations of thin objects can be attributed to acceleration noise

ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 36, No. 4, Article 115. Publication date: July 2017.
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Fig. 1. Visualization of the dynamical simulation of human hair during a woman’s head shake carried out with our stiffly accurate integrator.

We present a new integration algorithm for the accurate and efficient solu-
tion of stiff elastodynamic problems governed by the second-order ordinary
differential equations of structural mechanics. Current methods have the
shortcoming that their performance is highly dependent on the numerical
stiffness of the underlying system that often leads to unrealistic behavior or
a significant loss of efficiency. To overcome these limitations, we present a
new integration method which is based on a mathematical reformulation of
the underlying differential equations, an exponential treatment of the full
nonlinear forcing operator as opposed to more standard partially implicit or
exponential approaches, and the utilization of the concept of stiff accuracy
which ensures that the efficiency of the simulations is significantly less sen-
sitive to increased stiffness. As a consequence, we are able to tremendously
accelerate the simulation of stiff systems compared to established integrators
and significantly increase the overall accuracy. The advantageous behavior
of this approach is demonstrated on a broad spectrum of complex exam-
ples like deformable bodies, textiles, bristles, and human hair. Our easily
parallelizable integrator enables more complex and realistic models to be
explored in visual computing without compromising efficiency.

CCS Concepts: • Mathematics of computing → Ordinary differential
equations; Solvers; • Applied computing → Physics;

Additional KeyWords and Phrases: Accurate simulation, efficient simulation,
elastodynamic problems, exponential treatment, stiff accuracy, stiff problems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
For most problems, simulating dynamics more accurately invariably
means sacrificing computational efficiency. This is especially the
case when the underlying differential equations are “stiff”. Such
systems of equations are characterized by a wide range of time
scales present in their evolution. Stiffness arises when the time scale
of interest in the dynamics is much slower than the fastest modes
of the system. Stiff equations are ubiquitous in a wide range of
fields including electromagnetics, fluid dynamics, acoustics, elec-
trodynamics, molecular modeling, computerized tomography and
imaging, plasma transport, and celestial mechanics [Engquist et al.
2009]. Prominent examples in visual computing include the dynam-
ics of cloth, fibers, fluids, or solids, and their interaction with each
other.
The numerical time integration of stiff systems of differential

equations is one of the central problems in numerical analysis. The
history of this branch of numerical analysis has been dominated by
two classes of time integrators: explicit and implicit. Both types of in-
tegrators allow advancing the numerical solution along a discretized
time interval, but the numerical properties of these two classes are
fundamentally different. Explicit methods require the least amount
of computations per time step but suffer severe stability restrictions
that limit the allowable size of the time step. Implicit methods pos-
sess better stability properties and allow for accurate integration
with much larger time steps, but the increase in time step size comes
at the expense of significantly more computations required in each
time iteration. As the stiffness of the problem grows, integrating
equations explicitly over a long period of time becomes imprac-
tical and animators turn to implicit methods. However, implicit
schemes are not immune to the increase in stiffness and the amount
of computation required per time step grows correspondingly.
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Deep Extraction of Manga Structural Lines
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Fig. 1. Our method automatically extracts structural lines and removes textures from manga images. ©Takarai Rihito

Extraction of structural lines from pattern-rich manga is a crucial step
for migrating legacy manga to digital domain. Unfortunately, it is very
challenging to distinguish structural lines from arbitrary, highly-structured,
and black-and-white screen patterns. In this paper, we present a novel data-
driven approach to identify structural lines out of pattern-rich manga, with
no assumption on the patterns. The method is based on convolutional neural
networks. To suit our purpose, we propose a deep network model to handle
the large variety of screen patterns and raise output accuracy. We also
develop an efficient and effective way to generate a rich set of training data
pairs. Our method suppresses arbitrary screen patterns no matter whether
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these patterns are regular, irregular, tone-varying, or even pictorial, and
regardless of their scales. It outputs clear and smooth structural lines even
if these lines are contaminated by and immersed in complex patterns. We
have evaluated our method on a large number of mangas of various drawing
styles. Our method substantially outperforms state-of-the-art methods in
terms of visual quality. We also demonstrate its potential in various manga
applications, including manga colorization, manga retargeting, and 2.5D
manga generation.

CCS Concepts: • Applied computing→ Arts and humanities; Fine arts;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Computational manga, structural line
extraction
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12 megapixel 16-bit linear input
(tone-mapped for visualization)

tone-mapped with HDR+
400 – 600 ms

processed with our algorithm
61 ms, PSNR = 28.4 dB

Fig. 1. Our novel neural network architecture can reproduce sophisticated image enhancements with inference running in real time at full HD resolution on
mobile devices. It can not only be used to dramatically accelerate reference implementations, but can also learn subjective effects from human retouching.

Performance is a critical challenge in mobile image processing. Given a ref-
erence imaging pipeline, or even human-adjusted pairs of images, we seek
to reproduce the enhancements and enable real-time evaluation. For this,
we introduce a new neural network architecture inspired by bilateral grid
processing and local affine color transforms. Using pairs of input/output im-
ages, we train a convolutional neural network to predict the coefficients of a
locally-affine model in bilateral space. Our architecture learns to make local,
global, and content-dependent decisions to approximate the desired image
transformation. At runtime, the neural network consumes a low-resolution
version of the input image, produces a set of affine transformations in bilat-
eral space, upsamples those transformations in an edge-preserving fashion
using a new slicing node, and then applies those upsampled transformations
to the full-resolution image. Our algorithm processes high-resolution im-
ages on a smartphone in milliseconds, provides a real-time viewfinder at
1080p resolution, and matches the quality of state-of-the-art approximation
techniques on a large class of image operators. Unlike previous work, our
model is trained off-line from data and therefore does not require access to
the original operator at runtime. This allows our model to learn complex,
scene-dependent transformations for which no reference implementation is
available, such as the photographic edits of a human retoucher.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The high resolution of images and videos produced by contemporary
cameras and mobile devices puts significant performance pressure
on image processing algorithms, requiring sophisticated code op-
timization by skilled programmers. While systems contributions
have sought to facilitate the implementation of high-performance
executables, e.g. [Hegarty et al. 2014; Mullapudi et al. 2016; Ragan-
Kelley et al. 2012], they require programmer expertise, their runtime
cost still growswith the complexity of the pipeline, and they are only
applicable when source code is available for the filters. Addition-
ally, because image enhancement is subjective, it is often desirable
to learn an enhancement model directly from human adjustments,
e.g. [Bychkovsky et al. 2011]. To this end, we present a machine
learning approach where the effect of a reference filter, pipeline, or
even subjective manual photo adjustment is learned by a deep net-
work that can be evaluated quickly and with cost independent of the
reference’s complexity. We focus on photographic enhancements
that do not spatially warp the image or add new edges, e.g. [Aubry
et al. 2014; Hasinoff et al. 2016].
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Real-Time User-Guided Image Colorization with Learned Deep Priors
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Fig. 1. Our proposed method colorizes a grayscale image (le�), guided by sparse user inputs (second), in real-time, providing the capability for quickly
generating multiple plausible colorizations (middle to right). Photograph of Migrant Mother by Dorothea Lange, 1936 (Public Domain).

We propose a deep learning approach for user-guided image colorization.
�e system directly maps a grayscale image, along with sparse, local user
“hints” to an output colorization with a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).
Rather than using hand-de�ned rules, the network propagates user edits by
fusing low-level cues along with high-level semantic information, learned
from large-scale data. We train on a million images, with simulated user
inputs. To guide the user towards e�cient input selection, the system
recommends likely colors based on the input image and current user inputs.
�e colorization is performed in a single feed-forward pass, enabling real-
time use. Even with randomly simulated user inputs, we show that the
proposed system helps novice users quickly create realistic colorizations,
and o�ers large improvements in colorization quality with just a minute
of use. In addition, we demonstrate that the framework can incorporate
other user “hints” to the desired colorization, showing an application to
color histogram transfer.

CCS Concepts: •Computing methodologies →Image manipulation;
Computational photography; Neural networks;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Colorization, Edit propagation, Interac-
tive colorization, Deep learning, Vision for graphics
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1 INTRODUCTION
�ere is something uniquely and powerfully satisfying about the
simple act of adding color to black and white imagery. Whether as
a way of rekindling old, dormant memories or expressing artistic
creativity, people continue to be fascinated by colorization. From
remastering classic black and white �lms, to the enduring popularity
of coloring books for all ages, to the surprising enthusiasm for
various (o�en not very good) automatic colorization bots online1,
this topic continues to fascinate the public.

In computer graphics, two broad approaches to image coloriza-
tion exist: user-guided edit propagation and data-driven automatic
colorization. In the �rst paradigm, popularized by the seminal
work of Levin et al. (2004), a user draws colored strokes over a
grayscale image. An optimization procedure then generates a col-
orized image that matches the user’s scribbles, while also adhering
to hand-de�ned image priors, such as piecewise smoothness. �ese
methods can achieve impressive results but o�en require intensive
user interaction (sometimes over ��y strokes), as each di�erently

1e.g., h�p://demos.algorithmia.com/colorize-photos/
* indicates equal contribution
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Visual Attribute Transfer through Deep Image Analogy
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Fig. 1. Our technique allows us to establish semantically-meaningful dense correspondences between two input imagesA and B′.A′ and B are the reconstructed
results subsequent to transfer of visual attributes. The inputs images (from left to right, top to bottom), by Franz Xaver Winterhalter, Leonardo da Vinci,
Gunilla G / Flickr, Brandy Woods / FineArtAmerica.

We propose a new technique for visual attribute transfer across images that

may have very different appearance but have perceptually similar semantic

structure. By visual attribute transfer, we mean transfer of visual information

(such as color, tone, texture, and style) from one image to another. For

example, one image could be that of a painting or a sketch while the other

is a photo of a real scene, and both depict the same type of scene.

Our technique finds semantically-meaningful dense correspondences be-

tween two input images. To accomplish this, it adapts the notion of “image

analogy" [Hertzmann et al. 2001] with features extracted from a Deep Con-

volutional Neutral Network for matching; we call our technique deep image
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analogy. A coarse-to-fine strategy is used to compute the nearest-neighbor

field for generating the results. We validate the effectiveness of our proposed

method in a variety of cases, including style/texture transfer, color/style

swap, sketch/painting to photo, and time lapse.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Many types of compelling image stylization effects have been demon-

strated over the years, including color transfer, texture transfer, and

style transfer. Their appeal is especially strong in the context of

social media, where photo sharing and entertainment are important

elements. A number of popular apps such as Prisma and Facetune

have successfully capitalized on this appeal.
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Orthotropic k-nearest foams for additive manufacturing
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Fig. 1. 3D printed objects. Le�: A comfy chair inspired by the work of designer Lilian van Daal. The orthotropic material is oriented to give a so� response on
the seat and the back, while keeping other directions rigid. Right: Illustrative example of a gear made lighter by filling it with an orthotropic microstructure
oriented against the surface to resist pressure.

Additive manufacturing enables the fabrication of objects embedding meta-
materials. By creating �ne-scale structures, the object’s physical properties
can be graded (e.g. elasticity, porosity), even though a single base mate-
rial is used for fabrication. Designing the �ne and detailed geometry of a
metamaterial while attempting to achieve speci�c properties is di�cult. In
addition, the structures are intended to �ll comparatively large volumes,
which quickly leads to large data structures and intractable simulation costs.
Thus, most metamaterials are de�ned as periodic structures repeated in
regular lattices. The periodicity simpli�es modeling, simulation, and re-
duces memory costs – however it limits the possibility to smoothly grade
properties along free directions.

In this work, we propose a novel metamaterial with controllable, freely
orientable, orthotropic elastic behavior – orthotropy means that elasticity
is controlled independently along three orthogonal axes, which leads to
materials that better adapt to uneven, directional load scenarios, and o�er
a more versatile material design primitive. The �ne-scale structures are
generated procedurally by a stochastic process, and resemble a foam. The
absence of global organization and periodicity allows the free gradation
of density, orientation, and stretch, leading to the controllable orthotropic
behavior. The procedural nature of the synthesis process allows it to scale
to arbitrarily large volumes at low memory costs.

We detail the foam structure synthesis, analyze and discuss its properties
through numerical and experimental veri�cations, and �nally demonstrate
the use of orthotropic materials for the design of 3D printed objects.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Shape modeling;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: 3D printing, additive manufacturing,
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1 INTRODUCTION
Additive manufacturing (AM) enables the fabrication of objects hav-
ing internal microstructures, with feature sizes in the order of tens
of microns. The microstructures modify the large scale behavior of
the �lled volumes, for instance making them lighter but still rigid
enough for their intended purpose. Thus, microstructures can be
used to fabricate metamaterials, the physical properties of which
emerge from the local geometric arrangements.

The design of microstructures raises several challenges that di-
rectly relate to computer graphics. Their �ne and detailed structures,
intended to �ll comparatively large volumes, quickly lead to tedious
modeling, large data structures, and intractable simulation costs. In
addition, a major interest in using microstructures with AM is the
ability to grade material properties within a volume. This a�ords for
materials that can adapt to local conditions, such as being lighter
and porous where a part is subject to lower stress. This signi�cantly
complicates the design task, as the internal structures have to be
speci�cally tailored for each object.

In this work we propose to focus on microstructures that behave
like orthotropic materials; that is, their expected elastic behavior
di�ers along orthogonal axes, which can be freely oriented. Or-
thotropic materials are found in nature: most woods, as well as
bones exhibit this behavior. Orthotropy allows the material to bet-
ter adapt to uneven load scenarios: they can be oriented such that
their most rigid axis aligns against the largest stress vectors [Ped-
ersen 1989].

In general, orthotropic materials o�er more subtle trade-o�s than
isotropic ones. Beyond mechanical engineering, they also allow for
greater design �exibility as witnessed for instance by the work
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Worst-Case Stress Relief for Microstructures
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Additive fabrication technologies are limited by the types of material they
can print: while the technologies are continuously improving, still only a
relatively small discrete set of materials can be used in each printed object.
At the same time, the low cost of introducing geometric complexity suggests
the alternative of controlling the elastic material properties by producing
microstructures, which can achieve behaviors significantly differing from the
solid printing material. While promising results have been obtained in this
direction, fragility is a significant problem blocking practical applications,
especially for achieving soft material properties: due to stress concentrations
at thin joints, deformations and repeated loadings are likely to cause fracture.

We present a set of methods to minimize stress concentrations in mi-
crostructures by evolving their shapes. First, we demonstrate that the worst-
case stress analysis problem (maximizing a stress measure over all possible
unit loads) has an exact solution for periodic microstructures. We develop a
new, accurate discretization of the shape derivative for stress objectives and
introduce a low-dimensional parametric shape model for microstructures.
This model supports robust minimization of maximal stress (approximated
by an Lp norm with high p) and an efficient implementation of printability
constraints. In addition to significantly reducing stresses (by a typical factor
of 5×), the new method substantially expands the range of effective material
properties covered by the collection of structures.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies→ Physical simulation;Mesh
geometry models; • Applied computing → Computer-aided design;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: additive fabrication, microstructures, de-
formable objects, homogenization, shape optimization, goal-based material
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1 INTRODUCTION
Most additive fabrication technologies share the distinctive feature
that printing cost is primarily determined by the amount of material
used and is generally independent of the object’s complexity. These
characteristics make it practical to fabricate small-scale structures,
which can be used to fine-tune the object’s deformation behavior
and achieve more effective designs for classical problems (e.g., maxi-
mizing a design’s strength under particular loads while constraining
its weight). More generally, spatially varying effective material prop-
erties, including exotic properties such as negative Poisson’s ratio,
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Fig. 1. We design microstructures emulating a desired material while
simultaneously experiencing minimized peak stresses under the worst-
case load. Here we show two structures with identical macroscopic
properties. Our optimization smoothes out the stress concentrations
seen in red on the left, creating a robust, organic microstructure. The
meshes are shaded with our novel worst-case micro-stress measure.

can be achieved on even a single-material printer using fine-scale
structures (microstructures).

Geometric complexity is typically associated with high curvature
variation and negatively-curved regions. These surface features
are well-known to generate high stress concentrations, which may
preclude practical applications: even moderate loads may result
in cracks or plastic deformations. While the task of distributing
stress evenly is essential to many mechanical design problems, it
is particularly important for complex geometry, where it is more
difficult to address on an ad hoc basis. Optimal designs, minimizing
the maximal stress norm subject to a set of constraints, tend to
be smooth, “organic” free-form structures; small surface variations
often result in significant changes in local stress.

Shape modeling tools have addressed the problem of creating low-
stress designs in a variety of ways, primarily by providing engineers
with techniques to add fillets and blends. These approaches are based
on the intuition that eliminating sharp concave corners improves
stress behavior, and engineers tend to make specific choices of
geometry based on prior experience and trial and error.

Shape and topology optimization provide a principled approach
to solving this problem and have been used with success to optimize
various functionals, most commonly compliance. However, success
has been limited so far in minimizing max stress accurately and
efficiently. Moreover, the typical setting for stress minimization is
to specify a load the structure is required to support. In many cases,
especially the case of microstructure design we consider, the loads
are not known in advance; worst-case analysis is then needed in
the optimization loop, i.e. determining at each iteration the loads
causing the highest maximal stress.

In this paper, we focus on optimizing microstructures: assemblies
of small cells, each filled with a pattern that, when periodically
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Printing Anisotropic Appearance with Magnetic Flakes
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Printing setup Spatial patterns Printed result under varying lighting

Fig. 1. Left: Our setup consists of a DLP projector modified to project UV light, a focusing lens, and five electromagnets surrounding a target (not visible)
coated with magnetic flakes in a UV-curable resin. Center: We use the electromagnets to orient the flakes in three configurations, then solidify the resin in
particular spatial patterns. Right: Observing the surface under different illumination directions, we see that it exhibits spatially-varying reflectance.

The ability to fabricate surfaces with fine control over bidirectional re-

flectance (BRDF) is a long-standing goal in appearance research, with ap-

plications in product design and manufacturing. We propose a technique

that embeds magnetic flakes in a photo-cured resin, allowing the orien-

tation distribution of those flakes to be controlled at printing time using

a magnetic field. We show that time-varying magnetic fields allow us to

control off-specular lobe direction, anisotropy, and lobe width, while using

multiple spatial masks displayed by a UV projector allows for spatial vari-

ation. We demonstrate optical effects including bump maps: flat surfaces

with spatially-varying specular lobe direction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
There has been considerable recent progress on digital fabrication

of objects, providing for fine control over geometry and appearance.

A long-term goal is to provide designers with the ultimate in flex-

ibility: being able to create an object with arbitrary shape, where

the reflectance at each point can be set to an arbitrary physically-

realizable bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF).

While there has been recent progress towards this goal, existing

methods are limited in the reflectance they can reproduce. They

are usually restricted to isotropic reflectance [Matusik et al. 2009;

Dong et al. 2010; Hašan et al. 2010; Papas et al. 2013] or simple

patterns of anisotropy [Lan et al. 2013; Levin et al. 2013; Ye et al.

2014].

In this work we aim to broaden the set of BRDFs that may be

fabricated using inexpensive and practical means. We use inks

with reflective magnetic flakes, whose orientation distribution may

be controlled by applying an external magnetic field [Pratt and

Salzberg 1947]. These particles are embedded in a carrier liquid

that lets them rotate, but is also UV-curable. We can therefore se-

lectively fix the flakes in place, allowing us to create a surface with

spatially-varying flake orientations, hence spatially varying BRDF.

Our approach is inspired by micro-facet BRDF models [Cook and

Torrance 1982; Ashikmin et al. 2000], in which the major features

of the BRDF come from the distribution of facet orientations in a

small surface element. Instead of facets on a surface, we print using
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Color Contoning for 3D Printing
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Fig. 1. We introduce a novel color reproduction method for 3D printing. In contrast to halftoning techniques that create colors by spatial combination of inks
on the surface, our method creates colors by superposing inks inside the printed volume. This mitigates a variety of artifacts associated with halftoning. Parts
(a) and (b) of the figure show the preview of an image generated using clustered-dot rotated halftoning and error-diffusion halftoning, respectively. Part (c)
shows a photograph of the 3D printed image using our technique. Parts (d), (e) and (f) present three examples fabricated with our technique on a custom,
multi-material 3D printer.

Appearance reproduction is an important aspect of 3D printing. Current color
reproduction systems use halftoning methods that create colors through a
spatial combination of different inks at the object’s surface. This introduces
a variety of artifacts to the object, especially when viewed from a closer
distance. In this work, we propose an alternative color reproduction method
for 3D printing. Inspired by the inherent ability of 3D printers to layer
different materials on top of each other, 3D color contoning creates colors by
combining inks with various thicknesses inside the object’s volume. Since
inks are inside the volume, our technique results in a uniform color surface
with virtually invisible spatial patterns on the surface. For color prediction,
we introduce a simple and highly accurate spectral model that relies on
a weighted regression of spectral absorptions. We fully characterize the
proposed framework by addressing a number of problems, such as material
arrangement, calculation of ink concentration, and 3D dot gain. We use a
custom 3D printer to fabricate and validate our results.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Additive manufacturing enables the design and reproduction of intri-
cate geometries, and fabrication of novel multi-material composites
which cannot be created using existing manufacturing techniques.
A novel research area enabled by additive manufacturing is the
fabrication of objects with a desired appearance. For many appli-
cations, reproducing the diffuse color is sufficient to guarantee an
appearance reproduction without objectionable differences.

Color reproduction is a mature field in 2D printing. Almost all 2D
printers are restricted to depositing discrete choices of materials at
any given point on the surface. Therefore, halftoning techniques are
employed to create an illusion of continuous-tone colors. Halftoning
takes advantage of the human visual system that, due to its low-pass
filtering property, integrates a set of discrete dispersed dots across
a surface into a single color [Baqai et al. 2005]. Although halftoning
is a clever solution for devices with binary tone reproduction, it has
some drawbacks. Most importantly, the spatial halftone patterns can
introduce visual artifacts which are particularly noticeable when
the printed image is viewed from a close distance.
Similarly to 2D printers, 3D printers are also “discrete” devices

and share the same restrictions. Instead of adapting 2D color repro-
duction methods to 3D printing [Brunton et al. 2015; Reiner et al.
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BendSketch: Modeling Freeform Surfaces Through 2D Sketching
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Fig. 1. Five freeform shapes created by our sketch-based modeling approach, with the corresponding planar sketches. The curvy container is a single surface
patch, the crane, pillow and teapot are each made from two symmetric surface patches, and the skirt is made from two surface patches sketched individually.
The annotations for the sketched strokes are defined in Sec. 3.2.

Sketch-based modeling provides a powerful paradigm for geometric model-
ing. Recent research had shown, sketch based modeling methods are most
e�ective when targeting a speci�c family of surfaces. A large and growing
arsenal of sketching tools is available for di�erent types of geometries and
di�erent target user populations. Our work augments this arsenal with a new
and powerful tool for modeling complex freeform shapes by sketching sparse
2D strokes; our method complements existing approaches in enabling the
generation of surfaces with complex curvature patterns that are challenging
to produce with existing methods.

To model a desired surface patch with our technique, the user sketches the
patch boundary as well as a small number of strokes representing the major
bending directions of the shape. Our method uses this input to generate a
curvature �eld that conforms to the user strokes and then uses this �eld to
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derive a freeform surface with the desired curvature pattern. To infer the
surface from the strokes we �rst disambiguate the convex versus concave
bending directions indicated by the strokes and estimate the surface bending
magnitude along the strokes. We subsequently construct a curvature �eld
based on these estimates, using a non-orthogonal 4-direction �eld coupled
with a scalar magnitude �eld, and �nally construct a surface whose curvature
pattern re�ects this �eld through an iterative sequence of simple linear
optimizations.

Our framework is well suited for single-view modeling, but also supports
multi-view interaction, necessary to model complex shapes portions of
which can be occluded in many views. It e�ectively combines multi-view
inputs to obtain a coherent 3D shape. It runs at interactive speed allowing for
immediate user feedback. We demonstrate the e�ectiveness of the proposed
method through a large collection of complex examples created by both
artists and amateurs. Our framework provides a useful complement to the
existing sketch-based modeling methods.
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